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BERNARDIN DE SAINT-PIERRE^
1. Brief summary of the Eighteenth Century of
French Literature.
(a) de most outstanding authors, and their
influence.
The eighteenth century of French Literature,
the century to which Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
belongs, is not considered one of the brilliant
centuries , but is rather considered a century of
decadence from the point of view of literary
criticism—that is "form instead of matter." (1)
The language itself seemed less expressive than
in the previous century. Briefly, it was a
century, which was at the in between stage—between
the end of classicism and the beginning of roman-
ticism. Hov/ever, a period of so called stagnation
is not discouraging after a most brilliant one.
The wealth of the past can be used to live on
during this period, which is really only a
necessary pause which brings about the future.
This century is often considered mainly one
of"academic literature in France," (2 ) Every
French man of letters desired to belong to the
academy, and during the eighteenth century its
power was supreme. There was a great deal of
competition in the academic awards. By winning
these, a man hitherto unknown could make himself
famous. Regarding the language itself, it natur-
ally was filled with new words, parts of speech,
(1. ) Short History of French Literature. George Saintsbury.
(2.) Short History of French Literature. George Saintsbury.

2.
new models and ideas, following the change which
took place in the language of the sixteenth cen-
tury which was a great deal like Latin. Needless
to say it takes a great deal of time for the language
to become clear and brilliant after such a mixture.
It is in the nineteenth century that we can truly
begin to say that the language of Prance was be-
coming the permanent French of today,
This period of decadence was especially noticed
in poetry; there was little poetic form. LaFontaine
was used as a model but poetic spirit was almost
lacking. There are a few poets who contributed
to this century, whose works have been handed
down to posterity. Jean Baptiste Rousseau
is one of the outstanding poets of this century.
He was a disciple of Boileau, who made a stand-
ard form of poetry in the seventeenth century.
Rousseau tried to follow Boileau, by attempting
to become a lyric poet. RpU3seau is eloquent
and clever, but artificial, and is responsible
for the "intolerable frippery of classical
mythology which loads eighteenth century verse." (1)
His most famous bits of poetry are his odes.
The man who is considered by some to be
the greatest poet of the eighteenth century is
(l-s) Short History of French Literature. George Saintsbury,
*4k
i
Voltaire. Perhaps the principal reason for this
is because he showed great skill in the techni-
calities of poetry. He really has no claim to
this title. He is not only a poet, but this
is considered by his contemporaries as his
greatest phase. nis most famous poem is the
Henrlade an epic, which gave to Prance at last
the epic poem which she had lacked during the
previous century, because Malherbe had defi-
nitely standardized the form for poetry which
completely abolished epics and lyrics. Voltaire
has become more famous by his lighter poetry
than by his heavier and more serious verses.
He is also a novelist, and his peculiar type
of genius is manifested most clearly in his
short prose tales. Each of these has a social,
political, moral or theological purpose. He
satirizes practically everything about which
he can write. Hi3 work is remarkable. He is
considered a historian to some extent by a
few, but his skill in this type of writing
was decidedly lacking in every phase of it
except clearness. As a philosopher he has
neither merit or interest. He was also a
dramatist.
The greatest poet of France during the
eighteenth century is Andre Chenier. His
poetical spirit is just bubbling overhand he

put so much life into his poetry, that he made
it moat colorful and alive. His vocabulary
i3 rich and beautiful and his phrases are
exceptional. 2hi3 is his contribution to
posterity, and his influence on the later poets.
As for drama, we find that this was one
phase of the literature of the eighteenth
century which did not suffer as much from
decadence but rather enjoyed a period of
great brilliancy and popularity. Many popilar
writers contributed to its glory, and even todajr
some of their plays are given to an entirely
new type of audience which shows the lasting
qualities of a few plays. Perhaps the great-
est dramatist of the eighteenth century is
Beaumarchai3 with his Barbier de Seville , and
Le Mariage de *igaro » both brilliant with keen
wit. He satirizes society and contributes
illustrations to history. LeSage , who opened
the eighteenth century drama, is a writer of
comedies, one of the three forms of drama of
this period, the other two being tragedy and
opera. LeSage »s comedies are of great value,
and this value, since it is lasting, has had
an influence on his followers.
Regarding the novelists of the eighteenth
century you find such names as Jean-Jacques
i!
t
ft
Rousseau, Voltaire, Chateaubriand, Madame de Stael,
LeSage, and Marivaux among the best writers. The
peculiarity of the eighteenth century writing is
noticed more in the novels than in any other branch
of the literature. This peculiarity is that
there is no really original growth in any one
branch of writing*
LeSage is considered the most outstanding
novelist of this period, and his Oil Bias has
been handed down through the century and trans-
lated into many different languages. This is
really almost original. LeSage only borrowed
a few details from other sources for this great
romance. He has a great deal of skill in
character drawing, and clearly understands
humanity. His influence was wide spread, and
his novel "is the immediate parent and pattern
of that of Fielding and Smollett in England. (1)
His style is excellent, and this makes it superior
to his contemporaries,
Marivaux is also excellent in the writing
of fiction. He is very jpriginal and remarkable,
although his name does not appear under the list
of the greatest French writers. His novel
Marianne has often been said to be the origin of
Richards on »s famous novel Pamela .
(1) Modern French Literature, Benjamin W. Wells.

It is really almost certain that he took some
6f the ideas from Marianne . The importance of
this book of Marivaux«a in the history of the
novel is that it is the first novel of analysis
which we have in contrast with the novel of
incident which was the common type at that
time* His influence in Joseph Andrews 9 a play
by Fielding, has also been noted.
Jean-Jacques Rousseau stands out clearly
in the minds of those who have a good knowledge
of literature of the eighteenth century, due
to the difference in his manner of writing, and
to his peculiar views on life which before had
not been expressed by any other author • His Emile
and La Nouvelle Heloise are his two outstanding
contributions to the history of French Literature,
and it is probably to"LaNouvelle Heloise that
sentimental and picturesque novels owe their
original popularity." {1)
Here it might be well to mention Chateaubriand*
He is important because he comes in a period of
transition and reaction, *e was a representative
of the transition from the classical principles
of the eighteenth century to the romantic period
which started with the beginning of the nineteenth
(1) Short History of French Literature. GeorgeSaintsbury.

century; and also a representative of the reaction
against the "Ehilosophe" era. He was also con-
sidered a great man of letters at this time.
There are not many important writers of
history, nor of periodicals. The really great
movement of the eighteenth century is this so
called "Philosophe" movement, and the names
connected with thi3 are Montesquieu, Diderot,
Rousseau and Turgot. As far as the scientific
writers are concerned, we find several worthy
of mention as a great deal of progress was being
made in this field. The most important man
is Buffon, whom I shall speak about later re-
garding his influence on the subject of my thesis,
Bernardin de Saint Pierre. Another man also
important in this field is Fontenelie.
(b ) The work accomplished during this century.
In my estimation it does not seem that one
can readily say that a great deal of advancement
was made during this century, and in comparison
with centuries such as the seventeenth and the
nineteenth,, it seems quite barren, Baere are
not any really exceptional authors, that is not
many whose names quickly flash into one»s mind
when the eighteenth century is mentioned. How-
ever, there were several who were great and whose
works we study, but the century cannot boast
*.
I
of much originality or cleverness, -
Not a great deal was accomplished in poetry
except t&at the lyric and epic poems made im-
possible during the seventeenth century,, because
of Malherbe's standard form for verse, were maie
possible in the eighteenth century by Jean Bapjiiste
Rousseau and Voltaire. The advancements in
drama were superior to those made in poetry,
but dramatic accomplishments were not of the
first class. "The dramas were either imitations
or dramatic pamphleteering. " (1 ) However
Voltaire's tragedies are clever, and drama on
the whole, has evidences of life and power
as well as degeneracy when considering it as
a literary history; but honor and profit were
the primary considerations of the dramatists and
not the art of drama itself. Therefore, the
drama considered as a mechanical art reached
even a lower level than poetry. Its value
like poetry is mainly curiosity, and not many
dramas of great value., and worthy to be passed
on through the ages, have been handed down
to us today.
As far as novels are concerned, I think
it can be said that this phase of the liter-
ature of the first part of the eighteenth
(1) Manual of the History of French Literature.
Ferdinand Bruneti^ra,

century is not without merit, LeSage was
used as a model for some English writers.
Satires, novels of nature, of religion, of
education, and may other types appear giving
many different fruits to this field of liter-
ature. We find a varied assortment of the
types of novels, and each type in itself is
highly interesting, for the most part clever,
and worthy of imitation. During the last part
of this century., however, the novels had less
literary merit. They showed the evil in-
fluence of the time. The period at the
end of the eighteenth century was rather a
difficult one for much concentration ^as it
was aperiod of transition when classisiaa was
being overthrown and romanticism was budding.
A few of the earlier writers did imitate
the classics during the first part of the
eighteenth century* Andre Che'nier showed a
Greek and Latin influence. The classic ideal
was being gradually discarded. We find
evidence of this in the novels of Voltaire,
in the comedies of Marivaux and in Prevost.
Uhe writers of this period attempted to get
the women on their side for they realized
the necessity of this in order to succeed.
Hence, in order to appeal to the tastes of
women, a writer had to make his style such
that a woman would enjoy it.
I
So it 7IQ.3 necessary to break from the strict
rules of classicism, and become a bit more
original, imaginative, and entertaing to se-
cure their attention. Needless to say, those
w#o accomplished this found women a more in-
terested audience, and their works were those
which were more likely to succeed, "This
incursion of sensibility into literature
dealt classic ideal a serious and profound
blow." (1) This was the second blow given
to classicism, the first being the renunciation
of tradition, that is following the classic
writers'* rales and ideals.
So during the eighteenth century, there is
no real definite movement - merely a gradual
transition. Each author has written his own
particular type of work, bounded by no rigid
rules, and enjoying a bit of freedom from the
strictness of classicism. It is interesting
to note that the new movement -the romantic
movement - of which Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
is a fore runner, begins with a new century,
the nineteenth,
(c ) The influence of Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre on this century .
Today Bernardin de Saint-Pierre seems to
be remembered solely by his famous Paul et Virgini
(1) Manual of the History of French Literature©
Ferdinand Brunetidre,

This is not his true value. "He was a sincere
and appreciative moralist, and an admirable
writer." (1) However, he seems to be overlooked •
He was a fore runner of the romantic period, but
he has the great misfortune of being preceded by
Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and followed by Chateaubriand,
two of the most famous writers of French Literature.
He ha d a remarkalble faculty for word painting, and
for arousing feeling. Thus he paved the way for
romanticism and for Chateaubriand. Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre neither "closed or opened a period
in the history of French literature. This honor
belongs to Chateaubriand." (2.)
According to Charles Sainte-Beuve "the talent
of writing comes to life itself under his pen,
and metaphors burst into bloom." (3). His
success lies in the wonderful manner in which
he paints nature. His vocabulary is excellent
as is also his choice of words. He helps to
enrich the vocabulary of the eighteenth century
French. His French is pure, and could today be
used as a model. The reason for choosing him
as the subject for my thesis is because he is
really an excellent writer; he arouses feeling
(1) Manual of the History of French Literature.
Ferdinand Brunetiere.
(2) Histoire de la Litterature Francalse.
Rene Donmic.
(3' Portraits of the eighteenth century.
Charles Sainte-Beuve.
I•
a
from the very depths of one ! s soul; he shows
so plainly the glorious beauties of nature,
as well as her horrors, feared by man, yet
fascinating to see, I have never read the
works of any other author who so intelligently
and so beautifully writes of nature. His tone3
are beautiful, and his imagination is acute.
He cannot be considered a classicist, as he
shows freedom from the rigid rules of classicism.
His style is romantic, and it cannot fail to
arouse his reader. Many people have wept over
his Paul et Virginie , so vividly has he painted
the savage life of these two little children.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre is epoch-making
in the history of the French novel by his
treatment of the landscape "as the back ground
of the picture of human life." (1) This we
see in Paul et Virginie . The landscape of lie
de France is the background for the picture of
the lives of these two children. This is part
of his influence on the eighteenth century
French Literature. He is worth imitating
as his French is so beautiful.
Like every author, we find for him both
good and bad criticism; that is of course to
be expected. All authors have enemies and
admirers, and naturally expect to get "both
brick bats and bouquets," to use rather a trite
expression of today. It is interesting to note
(1) Modern French Literature. Benjamin W. Wells.

some of these opinions. Benjamin W. Wells who
wrote the Modern French Literature makes a few
rather harsh statements concerning Bernardin -de
Saint-Pierre. He says that his " sentiment reaches
an acute stage of hyperaesthia. and his ethics
are rotten before they are ripe. His senti-
ments are shallow and we find in him growing
weariness with wit and shallow artificiality.
" (1
)
On the other hand George Saintsbury says of him
"he developed his sentimental morality^ and
his speculative republicism ^and his ardeht rath»r
effected love of nature which distinguishes him." (2 )
Nothing in Saintsbury* 3 book condemns Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre. On the contrary, it extols
him. Ferdinand Brunetiere in speaking of the
Etudefsays"his sentimentalism lands him in silliness." (3
)
The memoirs he has written of his voyages
to different countries on the continent are
of great value, and influenced writers of memoirs.
But his Etudes de la Nature are most important
in his non-fiction writing, as he knows nature
from A to Z-far better than any of his contempo-
raries. He is about* the only writer who has ever
attempted to write a book on old mother nature.
(1) Modern French Literature. Benjamin W.Wells.
(2) Short history of French Literature. George Saintsbury.
(3) Manual of the history of French literature.
Ferdinand BrunetiSr^

His influence is outstanding though he dees
not belong to the list of the greatest writers
of the eighteenth century nor is he readily
connected with this century. "Possibly this is
because he is a fore runner of the romantic
movement and seems to belong to the nineteenth
century, in which we find this movement. So
when we name Voltaire, Rousseau and other great
writers of the eighteenth century, we do not
think of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Yet in
his own way he had as much of a gift in writing
as they did, and his name cannot be omitted
when telling of the history of French literature
in the eighteenth century. He is important and
his books have great value.
In my estimation he is one of the most
interesting and fascinating writers in the entire
history of French Literature. Now I shall
attempt to show what I mean by interesting, in
relating the history of his life. He made
the first attempts to introduce the exotic
elements into descriptive literature "to
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre goes the honor of
having started the work of enriching the
language which has been one of the glories
of the romantic school of which he was a
fore runner." (1) His vocabulary is picturesque.
He is the first great model of the "paysages
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Arvede Barine.

15.
ecrits" which has a great influence on the
literature of the nineteenth century . These
are his two services,
11 The life of Bernard in de Saint-Pierre.
(4) Childhood.
James T. Fields has written a small book
called Underbrush which consists of essays.
One of these essays is called "The Author of
Paul et Virginia To me, the author has
started this with a sentence which is worth
quoting. He says "there are certain books
that are read to be laid aside, and there are
certain other books that are laid aside to be
read." No one who reads at all would care to
die without having perused Paul et Virginie. "(1)
I think that this shows remarkably well Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre *s full merit in the art of writing.
Jacques -Henri Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
v/as born January 19, 1737 at Havre de Grace
en Normandie #47 Rue de la Corderie. His family
v/as of the middle class -neither rich nor poop-
but honest and good. However the father of this
small boy, Nicolas de Saint-Pierre ,believed that
he came from the nowility. &e told this to his friends.
(1) Underbrush James T. Fields

Some believed his story- others did not. He
told his children stories about their ancestors^
especially the famous Eustache de Saint-Pierre
mayor of Calais,- vivid tales which the children
carried with them all their lives, The little
Jacques had two brothers Dutailly and Dominique,
and one sister, Catherine all younger than he.
There was some insanity in the family and his
sister in her later years became slightly
demented. On the whole his earlier home
life, when he was a child was very happy,
but very modest. He enjoyed with his family
the usual bourgeois recreations, ^e was a very
eccentric child, rather precocious, and not
really understood by his father. Hence he had
no real discipline and as a result he had"many
failings and an irritable character," (1 ) Oiis
was the reason for his rather peculiar child-
hood. He was given as a present Robinson
Crusoe, for the purpose of changing his ideas,
and as he was greatly fascinated by the story,
often pretended he was a second Crusoe and went
off in the woods and lived like him* He fre-
quently isolated himself, and played noble
roles, pretending that he was a king, Diis
idea he carried with him through his entire
life. Even in his childhood he had the very
keen imagination which we perceive while
perusing his books. He read a great deal
(1) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century. Saint Beuve*

while young, and we find the birth of his mental
creation of an ideal world which lae enlarged
upon as he "became older. His family were very
pious and the little Jacques, even at so tender
an age, understood and believed strongly in
God. He prayed reverently to God, and he
believed when his mother scolded him for
things which he had not done, that God was
in his heart and saw that he had not been
bad. In this way he consoled himself. His
love for nature was evidently an inborn trait,
as we find it predominating his soul during
his entire life - from his childhood until
he died. When he was eight years old, he
started a garden and he cared for it diligent-
ly every day, watching his plants and vegetables
grow. He loved animals and birds. One day
he found a cat that was just about dead from
starvation and he brought this miserable
animal home, fed it, and nursed it back to
health. The cat became very savage but would
always let the little Saint-Pierre come near
him - but no one else.
All of these first feelings, thoughts
and actions of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,
which we find during his childhood, such as
those we have just mentioned, are most important,
as they have a great influence on the rest of
his life, and we find $hem predominant in his

books. He was sorry for all animals, large or
small, no matter what variety, when they were
in trouble. His emotion was very strong.
"Sa sensibilite me*me lui nuisant d»autt.nt plus
quelle etait plus versatile, car il prenait
en pitie la souris sous les giiffes du chat,
la chat dans la gueule du chien, le chien
sous le bSton de L'homme, et l^omme, quel
qu»il fut, sous la domination d«un tyran. M (1)
That which he read even as a child had
a great influence on him. One day he discovered
amongst his father 1 s collection of books
the story of the various hermits that lived
in the desert. This book had quite an influence
on the mind of the young Saint-Pierre. He
decided likewise to play the role of a hermit.
So he went off into the woods all by himself
and pretended he was a hermit, and that he had
given himself up to fjod. He made his hermit-
age in the woods, near a brook and there he
spent the day. When he became hungry he
had to eat a few berries and roots growing
near by. ^e really expected to receive aid
from Heaven as had the hermits about whom
he had read, but no angel came to him. Finally
one of his friends came to seek him, and took
him home, tired and weary, to his anxious family,
(1) Essai sur la vie de Bernardin de, Saint-Pierre.
L. Aime-Martin.

He has been called since then "le petit solitaire.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, during his entire
childhood, was most eccentric. He did not play
with any of the other little boys because he
preferred his own company to that of any of
the children around hiirw Naturally his family
could not readily understand this, as most
normal children like to play with their little
friends. He loved his family, especially his
mother and his sister. His brothers hedid
not seem to know so well. Yet he seemed to
even prefer his own company to that of his family.
His mind was so full of various ideas, and it was
so confused, that he wished to work out these
things that were revolving in his mind to a
satisfactory conclusion. He sought to understand
those ideas which were vauge. As for example -
he read Robinson Crusoe . It made a tremendous
impression on his young mind - in fact so much
so that it influenced him for the rest of his
life, and it is possible to find traces of it
in his books and in his plans, jet gave to him
his idea for his famous island wibh several
people instead of one man like Friday . When
young, he dreamed about this book every night,
and he thought that he was living with Robinson.
During the day, he had day dreams on this book,
(1) Essai sur la vie de Bernardin de ^aint-Pier»e.
L. Aime-Martin.
9
and this continued for some time. Wher he became
twelve, he began to feel that Robinson Crusoe "N»eta
qu»un modele inparfait de l'homme. La *$te de
ce solitaire renferme b±6n le germe des arts
et de? sciences; la necessite les fait eclore;
mais on n»y sent point le feu des passions qui
les font fleArir, et qui sont elles-me*mes les
premiers mobiles de la vie humaine; l'amour
et 1 ambition." (1) He feels that Robinson
was only the head of a man without any heart
•
Now Bernardin de Saint-Pierre does not seem
to feel that it is quite right to spend your
entire life without a single companion, because
companions are v/hat make after all a human
life. Ke also thinks of the old, old saying,
"II n'est pas bon que l»homme soit seul."(2)
However he does not follow this theory out
very closely in his life.
These things mentioned regarding his
childhood may seem most unnecessary, but they are
important, as they have a great deal of bearing
on his later and much more mature plans, -such
as his ideal colony, and his idea of society
which I will speak on at greater length later.
He was lovable in his childhood, bit in
his youth he was uneasy, because his mind
(1) Essai sur le vie de Bernardin de Saint-Pierrw.
(2 ) Essai sur le vie de Bernirdin de Saint-Pierre.
L. Aime'-Martin.
c
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was in such a turmoil. However he was am-
bitious both in childhood and in youth. He
was exceedingly clever and intelligent. He
had in him all the faults and good qualities of
his two brothers, as well as the vanity of his
sister. His brother Dutailly, hated studying
and made fun of all education, ^e wished to
lead a court life where he might enjoy its
brilliancy and splendor. He also enjoyed
fighting, and longed to be a soldier. He
finally died during some adventurous expedition.
Dominique, who was the youngest, was most modest
and unassuming. When young, he went into the
Navy and was so well liked that he became the
Captain of a ship. tte later retired and happily
married. His sister Catherine, like him-
self was eccentric. Her disposition during
her youth was perfectly frightful, but as she
grew older, it mellowed, and she became very
sweet during her later years. Throughout her
entire life she was exceedingly vain.
Thus we have a complete picture of the
rather strange childhood of a rather strange
boy, and of the family that could not ^fuite
understand this boy. Nevertheless, his early
life was happy and filled with pleasures peculiar
to himself. He never looked back upon his
childhood with regret. It is going to be
r
! - interesting to note the rise of the ideas
which started to mature so early in his young
mind.*
(b ) Education
The education of Jacques-Henri Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre was very spasmodic and ir-
regular, but nevertheless very thorough such
as it was. His father, not knowing how to
manage him when he was a child, finally sent
him to school. He went at the age of nine
to a small school in Havre to study the elements
of latin. Yet he did not study much, and
frequently neglected to prepare his lessons
for the day. The master of this school,
naturally became very much out of patience
with the poor boy; he probably could not
understand him any better than could his
family. Saint*Pie*re hated to study, because
he preferred to spend his time with old mother
Nature, but he was not granted this pleasure.
So he struggled along in this school. One
day his teacher threatened to whip him severely
for not knov/ing his lesson, as ttiis had become
a daily habit. This was the day when he
decided to go off into the woods to enjoy
the life of a hermit, instead of going to
school to get a whipping. This little
incident caused his father a great deal of
alarm, as it was not natural for a boy of nine
to pretend to be a hermit. Hence his father
1
decided that the wisest thing to do
would be to send him avjy from Havre to school.
He was taken to Caen to a "Cure", who had
several other pupils about Bernardin*s age.
Here he acquired new ideas from these boys
and their games, &e became very mischievous,
and was always getting into some difficulty with
his new tricks. He enjoyed telling about
his mischief^ so naturally every one was
watching him, and he was under the close
guidence and observance of the head of this
school. This was a new turn in his ideas.
For a boy who had enjoyed being a saint he
now changed and preferred being an imp* Even
in his later years he laughed when recalling
to mind some of his pranks at this school.
These tricks he usually carried out by himself,
which showed that he was still isolating him-
self from his companions. He returned home
from this school^after having been away for ten
months. He was happy to be homeland bus>e.i
himself with his garden, nature and his books.
He still read a great deal. One day, a friend
of his father 1 3, a "capucin" asked Nicolas de
Saint-Pierre to let him have his son as a
companion on a journey. The father hesitated
some, but finally let him go. Bernardin en-
<I
joyed thi3 trip immensely, and when he came
home he announced his intention of becoming
a "c&pucin". Thi3 journey had aroused his
travel fever of which we shall hear more
later. Howev«r
}
his desire of becoming,
a
capucin was soon forgotten as Madame de Bayard,
a former countess who had lost all her wealth
and possessions, who was "la marraine" of the
young Bernardin^ decided to encourage his studying
She had a great deal of influence on hi3 education
She gave to him Robinson Crusoe . and its in-
fluence on his young mind has already been seen.
WJiile he was enjoying his role of Robinson,
and dreaming about his plans, hi3 uncle Godebout
decided to go to Martinique, ^e obtained per-
mission for Bernardin to accompany him, which
was much to Bernardin* 3 delight, as he now 3aw
the realization of his plans for his ideal colony
and the fulfilment of his dream to be king.
He was planning to discover an island and start
his colony* Hi3 imagination worked day and
night, and full of enthusiasm he set out.
He was greatly disappointed for he found no
island, and he gave up the best part of his
youth to discovery, only to fail.
His father became very much disgusted
with his wanderings ^because he had wasted

so much time, and he decided not to let him
continue his studies, but Madame de Bayard
succeeded in getting Bernardin into his father's
good graces once more, and as a result Bernardin
was sent to the Jesuit College at Caen # He en-
joyed his work, studied hard, and was very
successful. Madame de Bayard died^and this
came as a great shock to Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre who loved her like a mother. He mourned
her death for a long time.
While at Caen, he read many hooks, and
all that which he read preyed a great deal
upon his imagination, since he read of heroes,
martyrs and saints. His mind was of the type
which would naturally think much about the
things which he read, and as a result he tried
to seek refuge against reality. The horrible
things of reality troubled him^and that is why
he wished to go away from it all, and live a
life of seculsion with only a few people of
his choice, where he could be with God and
Nature and away from the evil influence of
society. It is really almost impossible to
imagine the brilliancy and size of the mind
of this fcoy who was still in his youth.
That he was not a normal child is easy to
see^for most normal boys want the companion-
ship of others and are anxious to have a
good time-but Bernardin de Saint-Pierre found

his enjoyment of life in other ways, and it is
hard for us to understand. Most of us today,
who read, read for pleasure obtained from it,
bAt we do not weigh each idea, and consider
its merit
?
and make use of it later, as did
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. That is wherein
he is really a marvel, possibly a curiosity
to some. People may say that he lost all
the pleasures of youth. No - he did not, for
he found pleasure sfor himself, perhaps which
seem peculiar to us but which were his delight.
His first attempts at writing we find
while he was at Caen. He wrote a funeral
oration for his beloved Madame de Bayard,
'^he Jesuits at Caen influenced Bernardin
greatly, and he decided to become a Jesuit,
as he was promised he could travel to India
and China when he became one f So thrilled
was he over the plan, that he immediately
went to his father about it, but his father
asked him to first finish his studies, then
the question of being a Missionary would be
decided upon the completion of his work.
So he went to college at Rouen to finish
his work. Here he achieved brilliant success,
as he got his degree, and received the highest
award in mathematics in 1757 under Professor
Le Cat. He was only twenty years of age,
and it was a remarkable accomplishment for
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a boy who had wasted so much time and had
neglected his studies so long.
His mother died while he was receiving his
reward, and this took from him almost all the
glamour of his success. His love for his
family was great^but he had been separated
from them a great deal, and as he was not
understood by his father his affection was
not as great as it might have been under dif-
ferent circumstances. Still he loved him,
and when separated from his family he likewise
escaped from his comrades as he "s»eloigna
plu3 tard des hommes et de leurs joux cruels#"(l)
He no longer desired to go home. Ke spent
his vacation with one of his comrades, M. de
Chabrillant, who was in poor health, and who
died soon afterwards. This was another shock
to young Saint-Pierre,
Ee now had to start out on his own initative.
He realized that mathematics was probably his
best vocation since he had won the award, so
he went to Paris to the school of Bridges and
Causeways, (L f e'cole des Ponts et Chaussees),
for a year. Here he studied mathematics and
plans. He received news that his father had
remarried ^and to him this cut off completely
all his family ties, for, it hurt him to think
that his father would marry again so soon.
(!) Essai de la vie de Bernardin de ^Saint-Pierre.
L. Aime 4!artin.

Also his father could no longer help him
financially, so it was up* to Bernardin to
struggle along himself. He was only twenty-
three, had no money and no friends, and spent
his time at deplorable uses. He then enter-
ed into the next phase of his life- that of
a traveler. His education was completed
and now it was his duty to take upon his
shoulders the work of a man. He was no
longer a child. His life is fascinating,
yet it "lacks the psychological interest
like that of Jean-Jacques Rousseau, and the
public and political intere&ts of the career
of fihateaubriand. " (1 ).
( c ) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre , the Traveler .
His life is really divided into two parts,
that of a traveler, and that of an author and
a man of letters. Let us consider the first
phase. "He roamed about the world for several
years from one disappointment to the next
disappointment. He fails in life during this
period because he did not in reality apply
himself to any occupation." (2).
He entered the service of the state in
1760 ,and he served in the engineer corps
of the Army. It was at the time of the War
(1) Manual of the History of French Literature.
Ferdinand Bruneti&re.
(2 ) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles fiainte-Beuve.
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of Seven years which started in 1756. He en-
tered into the campaign of 1760 which took
place at Dusseldorf , but he had a quarrel
with the chief, and was given orders to leave
to return to Paris. He was no?/ destitute,
and so was glad to accept the position as
geographical engineer. He was sent to Malte.
Here the men treated him most hatefully, and
he suffered a great deal. The seige did not
take place as was feared, so the men returned
to Paris, and Bernardin received six hundred
livre3 for the trip. This helped hi3 financial
condition to a small extent, but he soon spent
it all. He started to study mathemathics again,
but soon had to give it up. He wrote some
memoirs of his journey to Malte, but he received
no pension for them from the King. His condition
was going from bad to worse, so he decided
to find an Icia in Russia - the island of
which he had dreamed for so long - a place
in which to set up his ideal colony. He
wanted a place to own, and to gather its
fruits. He planned to set up hi3 colony at
Lac d*Aral# He started and went first to
Holland and lubeck, then to Germany and
hence to Russia on the little money which
he could borrow. He also had with him several
letters of recommendation. He called himself

Chevalier de Saint-Pierre, and made for
himself a coat of arms. He travelled
as a. priest, and finally arrived in Russia
after having been royally received by every
one en route, Hig voyage was really a
miracle when you consider how kind every one
was to him, and his lack of money, He now felt
that Providence protected the Republic of his
dreams* He was getting along splendidly #
bne day a friend of his, who had a great deal
of power^ took him to the Court, and here he
met Catherine who had been placed on the throne
by the revolution of 1762. He had planned to
tell her of his ideal colony, but he forgot
everything when she smiled at him. It was
like the few words taken from one of the semi-
classical composers of today, " all the world
forgotten in one woman *s smile
However Russia soon lost its attraction.
People learned that Bernardin-de Saint-Pierre
had no titles. His humor went from bad to
worse, and he finally returned in despair
to Havre. His father had died, and his
step-mother gave to him his mother^ money,
and with it he returned to Paris after first
visiting his sister in a convent at Honfleur.
When he arrived in Paris, H. Hennin, his
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closest friend, urged him to write memoirs
of his voyages or of his travels and he com-
plied with this wish.
A
In 1768 he was sent to lie de France
as colonial engineer although the rest of the
expedition was going to Madagascar. It was
suggested that perhaps he could start his
colony here, and he became most excited.
After a rough trip he arrived at lie de Prance*
He stopped here and the rest of the party went
on to Madagascar where most of them died. He
A
was well received in lie de France, and when
he told about his commission, he was made an
engineer. Here he was too much alone for his own
good, and therefore became very melancholy, reflect-
ing a great deal. His one profit from this
trip was that he took notes on this gorgeous
country, on the trees, rocks, plants, colors
of nature; on the clouds and the wind, the
noises and solitude; on birds and insects -
in fact every detail of this island, including
inanimate nature. These notes he uses in
several of his books.
He returned to Paris in 1771 with his
many mental pictures, and after a time he started
his book Voyage a lie de France »-which was pub-
lished in 1773. M. Eennin urged him to start
on this book which won for him a great deal
of fame, and a position at the various salons.
••
This trip to lie de France has a great deal of
influence on his Paul et Virglnie , as the scene
for this little story is laid on this island.
Hence it is easy to see how much influence
his travels had on his writings, and how he
wandered "from one disappointment to the next*"
He had no success in establishing his ideal
colony and this was one of the motives of his
travels • His memoirs were not very popular
and he received no money from the King as a
pension for them. Also the government gave
him very little money for his travels, so he
was as poor at the end of his travels as he was
at the beginning. Also he had wasted a great
deal of time wandering around the world, and
practically the only benefit which he received
from it, was the idea for some of his books
and his very accurate descriptions. When any
of his books became popular, they had a voider
circulation, as he was well known in several
different countries. These travels
really accomplished nothing for him as he
did not apply himself to anything in particular.
This phase of his life seems to me to be
one of wanderlust. He was eager to travel
and this was about all it amounted to.
Yet today it is most interesting to read his
memoirs. He has so written them that they
n1
"hold the attention of the reader. It may seem
to some that this period of his life is minor,
but it is <bne of the biggest parts as we shall
see in speaking of his works,
(d ) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, the Author .
As an author, we see Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre in his greatest role. He was both an
author and a man of letters, but he enters
into this role too late in life, "The two
periods in his life (that of traveler and author)
were separated by fc, crisis and a moral
illness which gives to us the key to his
nature," (1) During this illness he believed
the people laughed at him. He hated society,
and suspected everyone. His sight became
very poor. Things doubled and moved when
he looked at them. He suffered from hallucinations,
and he quarreled with his friends. So he with-
drew from the world altogether. It was a
complete physical and moral distress.
He has written a great deal both on his
travels and on nature. His novels are few.
Probably we would have had a great many more
works from him, had he started his writings
earlier, but we find him starting too late
to give us the best fruit of his mind. He
has two goals in hi3 writings -"first to awaken
the public^ taste for nature^and second to
(1) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles Sainte-Bouve.

teach the crowds to seek proofs of the
Divinity elsewhere other than in books," (1)
He /anted the people to feel the presence of God
in the universe, and he tells them through his
book that everything is offered in nature. He
describes the objects $heraselve3, but not the
feelings whish the objects arouse in him. He
feel3 that sentiment is a better judge than
reason.
Women enjoy Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
more than men. This is because he awakens
sentiment more quickly in women than in men,
and hence he appeals to them. They enjoy
his nautical and natural histories, because
they think they are new joys, and they wish
to find them. They flattered him greatly,
and he was frequently invited into the salon.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre tried to describe
his ideals in his books since he could not make
them become real in life. "The harmonies
which he could not make come true in life, he
sought in the study of nature, and told what
he saw there, He says all my ideas are simply
shadows of nature gathered by another shadow.
But with these shadows his brush blended
softness and light; that is sufficient for
his glory." (2)
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Arvede Barine.
(2 ) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles Sainte-Beuve.

When one mentions the name of Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre, the book which directly
comes to your mind is Paul et Virginie . This
is his immortal work. Itwas published in
1787. In this book "il a cree des figures
imaginaires et pourtant reelles, des etres,
qui n*ont jamais existe', et qui restent ne'ammoins
plus vrais et plus vivants que des mil linns de
creatures en chair et en os." (1) Of this book
I shall speak at length later. To complete
this list of novels we find Arcadie published
in 1788, In this he represents three states
of the nations, barbarism, nature and corruption.
He says that savagery comes before excessive
civilization. Nature is allright according
to him. In this book he gets the opportunit3r
to tell his views on the ideal republic about
which he dreams continually. Then we also
find La Chaumiere Indienne, and Cafe' de Surate
in 1790;also Empsael, Priere d» Abraham, and
frag/aments of Amazone.
Of his nature studies, we find two
works of great importance- his Etudes de la
Nature in 1784, and finally in 1815 his
Harmonies de la Nature , which is the completed
form of the Etudes , The first part of the
TjTtudes he directs against nature, and the
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Arvede Barine.
1
last part he tells of the harmonies of nature,
of her horrors and her beauties.
His political works are only two -Les Voeux
d *un Solitaire in 1790 and Essai sur Jean-
Jacques Rousseau in 1820 which followed his
close friendship with Rousseau. However,
these two have not a great deal of importance
in comparison with some of his other works.
We find the results of his travels in
some of his books. He has written ^emplrs
of Holland, Prussia, Saxony, Poland and
Russia. These are exceedingly interesting)
and his descriptions of these various countries
are most vividly painted. His most important
travel book, which is one of his first, is
Voyage a lie de France in 1773. This book
lacks picturesque vocabulary which we find
in his other books because the idea of a
travel book is so new to him that he has not
had time to invent such a vocabulary. However,
he took notes on all of nature in her every
8spect on this island, so that the book is
most complete regarding nature. His travels
made him more original than he had been. With
this book his timidity is lost. He shows the
magical life of he de Prance. Many scenes
of Paul et Virginie are "poetic, colored
paintings of his book Voyage a lie De France, " (1)
01) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Ckirles sainte-Beuve.
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Hence it is easy to see how comparatively
few books he wrote, and how many were exceedingly
popular, Be is not considered by some to be
a great writer because he has not contributed
enough to French Literature; but to me, that Is
not important, as that which he has written,
he has written well, and after all that is what is
most important. He loved his books as a mother
loves her child, They were his reason for
living, and he would do anything for them-
even beg,
(e) MARRIAGES
Bernardin de ^aint-Pierre gave little,
if any thought to women outside of his writing.
He had had only one real love affair during
his youth, and that was with the young Princess
Marie Miesnik of Varsovie, His love for her
was most sincere and ardent, but her family
caused a separation between them because
Bernardin was not of the nobility, and could
not boast of any titles, wHe really considered
her a "Nouvelle Heloise. M (l)
This was his only affair until he became
fifty-five years of age. Then he consented
to marry Mile, Felicite Didot at her request.
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, Arvede Barine •

She was at that time only twenty-two years ol*.
According to his desire they lived on an island,
lie d^ssonnes. She accepted his plan of life
and in reality became his servant. Here he
enjoyed contentment for the first time in his
entire life. Their happiness ^however, was
brought to a sudden close by her death. She
left him with two small children Virginie and Paul.
At the age of sixty-three, he married
Mile. Desiree de Pellpore, who at that time
was also very young, and with her he enjoyed
a happy old age. She was very kind to him
and took excellent care of him during his
last years. After his death she married
L. Aime'-Martin, the very close friend,
admirer, and biographer of Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre.
(f ) Last years of his life
The last years of his life were the
happiest, ^e was very much in love with
his young wife, Mile. Desiree de Pellepore.
He became a member of the Academy after it
was reestablished by Napoleon, and he was
a professor in the "cours de moral" at the
Ecole Norma le. He was pensioned and was
well treated by the Emperor, much to his glory
and delight. He put his son in college,
and sent his daughter to school at E*couen,

for which he was greatly reproached, since
he had written a great deal against public
education in France, like Jean-Jacques Rousseau.
In 1813 Bernardin de Saint-Pierre had an
attack of appoplexy, and died January 23,1814,
at the age of seventy-seven years in Eragny.
His death was unnoticed in the midst of the
great events which were at this time arousing
Prance
.
"In his life he was only half a sage, and
in writing he often missed his mark."(l). How-
ever he was always full of ambition^and wished
to do well in all that which he undertook.
He says "Une seule epine me fait plu3 de
mal que l ! odeur de cent roses ne fait* de
plaisir." (2 ).
(g ) Idiosyncrasies
It is interesting to note a few of the
idiosycrasies of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
One day when Bernardin was a small boy, his
father took him to see a beautiful cathedral.
He told his son to look at its towers, and
to notice its beauty. After looking at it
for a few minutes he asked Bernardin what he
thought about it, and the young boy said
"how high they fly." At this remark every
one began to laugh because they realized
(1) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles Sainte-Beuve.
(2) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Arvede Barine.

that Bernardin had not spent a moment in
looking at the cathedral, but instead had
spent his time watching some swallows, and
it was to them that he referred when he said
that they were flying high. He had no thought
for material things, but only for the beauties
of nature-even at so tender an age.
In another instance his mother was
going to take hin walking, but he was rude
to a friend of hers^so she refused to take
him farther. She led him fcack home, and
for punishment put him into a small closet.
He immediately began to condemn God, and
asked him why he failed to bring him help.
Suddenly a streak of sun light came in
through a small window in the closet, and
Bernardin at once thought that he was pardoned
for his rudeness, and that there was a God
after all. So he fell on his knees, and
weeping, he prayed to Him.
The incident of going off by himself
to live as a hermit when only a child is
another example of his idiosyncrasies; as
is also his plan for his ideal colony about
which I shall speak later. V»e can also
mention under these peculiarities his love
for solitude, and his lack of desire for
comrades, even in his childhood.
it
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Another example of his peculiar nature
is his acceptance of money from the Princess
Marie whom he loved. He had no money, and
so she gave him some of hers. He said it
was permissable to accept it because this
was done in the !t Nouvelle Heloise. This shows
the influence of Rousseau on Bernardin. It is
not necessary to dwell at length on these eccentri-
cities, yet they are interesting to note, and
do give us a key to his nature,
III, The friendship between Jean-.Jacques Rousseau
and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
(a) The influence of JetovJacques Rousseau on
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
One of the most outstanding friendships
in the history of Frenfih literature is the
friendship between Jean-.Tacques Rousseau and
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, and it is one of
the most interesting. In June 1772, one of
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre 1 s friends took him
to meet Jean-Jacques Rousseau who at that time
was living in Paris, rue Platriere. Saint-
Pierre was only thirty-five and Rousseau was
sixty years old. However, Saint-Pierre was
charmed with his visit, $nd immediately be-
came very fond of Rousseau. He believed
that he had found the master who was lacking
to him in literature - the one who would direct
him, Rousseau returned the visit, and went

to spend an evening with Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre, who returned the compliment by send-
ing a gift to Rousseau
>
and he in^urn sent Saint-
Pierre a book and the root of a "ginseng", a
very rare medicinal plant, and also invited him
for dinner. Thi3 was the beginning of the real
friendship between these two, and it really
resulted into more than a friendship, because
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre became his disciple
and Rousseau became the master. They took
long walks together, and talked of nature and
society. These talks were most beneficial to
Bernardin. However, when Baint-Pierre went
to visit Rousseau he was never entertained^ and
this caused him to become angry, and he said
he would never go there again. Yet he did,
as Rousseau explained that he never troubled
to entertain those with whom he was familiar.
Rousseau's main interests were^his walks, and
in botany. Their friendship lasted until
Rousseau's departure for Ermenonville in 1778,
just before his death.
Rousseau had a strong influence on
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Bernardin »s
books are sown with ideas gathered from his
walks and talks with Rousseau, and it is
possible to see the fruits of Rousseau in
the Etudes de la Nature ; Rousseau became
his guide in words and on paper because
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Bernard in Be Saint-Piepre wished to be a Rousseau
"in action and in reality." 01 ) ^e exaggerated
the theories of Rousseau in telling of his
dreams of the universal goodness of nature, but
he developed the sentiment of nature created
by Rousseau, The attack made on the public
school system by Rousseau likewise influenced
Bernardin who condemned it in his writings.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre wished to live that
which Rousseau wrote in his novels as well as
in society. His conversations with Rousseau en-
lightened his books, and Rousseau ! s Emile is an
influence on Paul et Virginie , as in the former
Rousseau says that the child should be brought
up far from society and the city, in the
country, and be allowed to run wild, with
no books nor learning, merely protection from
harm. ^e should play and learn through obser-
vation. This is exactly what happened to the
young Paul and Virginie. It is interesting
also to note that the book which Rousseau
said to be the one bpok to give to a child
was Robinson Crusoe, and this was the book
which played such a great part in the rather
mature mind of the Young Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre. However Rousseau does say that at
fifteen the boy should be taught history,
mathematics and civil government, and he is
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Charles Saint-Beuve.
Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.

to base his knowledge on his experiences. This
is practically identical with Saint-Pierre »s
idea of education, and it is without doubt
that we can attribute these ideas to Rousseau,
Also Rousseau's Education de Sophie probably-
had some influence on Bernardin »s ideas re-
garding the bringing up of girls. Rousseau
says it should be about the same as that of
Emile in that as a child she should be brought
up away from society, but the realm and spirit
of experience should be more confined to the
duties of wifehood and housekeeping. She will
be guided toward a different field of maturity
than he will. This education of Sophie is a
great deal like that of Virginie, and it is
easy to see where Bernardin took his ideas
for this. Rousseau said thai imitation or
feeling, and emotion is more important than
reason, and we later find Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre saying that sentiment is a better
judge than reason. It is plain to see
Rousseau in this remark. He is really a
model for Saint-Pierre.
Rousseau's Emile is divided into five
chapters. The first chapter is devoted $o
the child's first year and the duties of
the mother are to care for her own baby, as
the laws of God and nature demand it. He shows
the obligation of mothers. The second chapter

takes the boy from his second to his twelfth year.
Emile is to be reared far from society, and from
the city. He should be taken to some country-
side, and there he should do as he pleases ,having
no guidance. His learning should come from
observation, and he should not have any books.
He should observe everything, the stars and the
moon, the water falling from the trees, the fact
that a glass breaks when it is dropped. His
business is to play, and he should never be
cross, or see any one else cross, then his
manhood would be untainted. The third chapter
takes him fror his twelfth to his fifteenth
year. He can now begin to learn consciously.
He is to be given one book, Robinson Crusoe.
He is taught to read and write informally,
but with systematic instruction. The fourth
chapter takes him from his fifteenth year to
maturity. He is instructed in reason and
morality. Up to this time, he has heard
nothing about this, but has just lived. Now
he is taught knowledge of God, nature of man,
and obligation to his fellow men. He should
be taught history, mathematics, and civil
government and all his knowledge should be
based on his own experience, not on that d>f
his tutor. His religion depends upon where
he was born.
It is very easy to see that a great many
I
of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's ideas were
taken from this book regarding the education
of children, and a great many tan be seen in
Paul et Virginie . His idea of the fatality of
society, taken from Rousseau, is seen in this
book, when Virginie goes from lie de France
to live with her aunt. She grows away from
her native haunts, and is thrown into the
evils of society according to Saint-Pierre.
Thus it is clear that Jean-Jacques
Rousseau's influence on Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre is most important* Saint-Pierre
imitated him, not only in writing, but in
his actions. They both thought along the same-
lines, and wrote about the same things. How-
ever^ neither Jean-JJacques Rousseau, nor
Chateaubriand equal Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
in richness nor in the technicalities. He is
more objective than these two. Now let us
consider the parallel between Rousseau and
Saint-Pierre.
(b ) Parallel between Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
"That country is governed best which is
governed least," is a quotation taken from
Rousseau, but one which could be easily
spoken by Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, since
both of these men have the same feeling re-
garding the laws made by man. They both con-

sidered that the natural laws were the ones "by
which we should live. Both were wanderers.
They never settled down, neither one had any
real profession nor real friends, that is a
friend whom they trusted, for they were often
suspicious of every one. Each served in the
government. Bern&rdin de Saint-Pierre did
quite a bit for the state. Both were lovers
of nature, and considered themselves victims
of society. ^hey said that arts and sciences
are responsible for the degradation of the
human. Civilization is a blunder and a
nightmare. Man in the natural state is free
and untrampled upon by government and schools,
Happy and contented cities disfigure the earth.
Man is controlled by the courts and life is
simply the oppression of one class by another.
These are the sentiments of each of these
two rather strange men who lived a life as
flar from society as possible. From the above
remarks, we can see that they recognized a
great many inequalities among men.
Neither one apologized for his life,but
pretended that it was a most natural and
normal life. Both were greatly influenced
by Robinson Crusoe , and used it as a model.
Here it is interesting to know that Rousseau 1 s
Smile furnished a fund of ideas to Froebel for
his kindergarten. Each man was quick to learn,

and although they were engineers for a time for
the state, they remained poor all their lives,
and trudged on foot alone, enjoying their
solitude* fiheir love for animals was great,
and because of this both have often been called
over sentimental.
Rousseau has said that when a man's body
is not fit for service, it kills the man, so
we must kill the office, and start anew. This
is also Bernardin de Saint-Pierre 1 s idea. It
is interesting to note that this remark of
Rousseau's caused Thomas Paine to say," I vote
to kill the kingly office not the man," in
discussing the execution of Louis XVI. Rousseru
also said "I perceive God in all his works; I
feel him in myself." This could be applied to
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre since he felt that
Providence protected him, and that God guided
him. They both had the cry "Back to Nature",
a cry which was used from Parson Wagner to
Theodore Roosevelt, a nd is sometimes used today.
Both show the beauties of nature in her
wild and uncultivated state, and also her horrors.
Each feels that man is naturally good, but is
ruined by the laws of man, and by the evils of
society. They believe however that nature is
good at all times, and places all at our disposal.
Both wished to make society better, and to do
it through nature. They say that natural man

is the happiest man, and that natural laws
are the best laws, as they both seek pleasures
in nature and evils in society. Each one goes
through a neurotic spell, and becomes suspicious
and quarrelsome.
There is a great parallel between these
two authors in their lives, their thoughts,
their books and their sentiments. They both
sought conversation in the beauty of nature
to atone for all their disagreeable relations
with friends and with life in general. They
felt that^which appe&rs most beautiful is
that which is most natural, and that the
inner life of man is happiest when following
natural instincts. Each considered nature
to be the Alpha and Omega of life. Their
whole life was £aken up with pursuit of the
study of nature, and in living under the
natural laws. This is true of Rousseau,
the master and of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,
the disciple,
IV, Bernardin de Saint-Pierre *s love of nature .
(a) Influence of Buffon and Fontenelle.
There are two other men who had an influence
on Bernardin de Saint-Pierre - an influence
which is not as great as that of Rousseau,
but one which is nevertheless outstanding.
These men are Georges-Louis Leclerc de Buff on,
and Pontenelle, "Buffon, by his His to ire Naturelle

aided in propogating verneration for science." (1)
He brought a new science into existence -that
of organic life, and he made both theories and
discoveries. Great progress was made by him,
and his book above mentioned, influenced Bernardin
who read it, became deeply interested in the
subject, and attempted to make fufher progress
by adding to the theories and discoveries already
established. Buffon devoted himself entirely
to natural history, a subject in which Bernardin
became acutely interested, and hence xvrote on
a similar subject when he wrote his Etudes de
la Nature . Buffon f s ideas resemble what will
one day be the ideas of Darwin. Although
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre did not go into the
subject a3 deeply as Buff on, he owes mu«h to
this man in his writing, for the keen advance-
ment which made in science, and in opening up
this field for Saint-Pierre. Buffon wrote
mostly about animals, arranging them from
domestic to wild, and from wild to carniverous-
or from Europe to the beginning of the Old
Continent, and from the Old Continent to the
New. Change found in animals in the different
countries he attributes to nature - that is the
climate and the food placed at their disposal.
Saint-Pierre differs slightly in that he writes
of nature, and in so doing speaks of animals
and shows how nature provides for them so th±t he
(1) Manual of History of French Literature.
Ferdinand Brunetiere.
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does include natural history. Both make us
feel that man occupies a place apart from
nature, and are convinced of manis insignifica nee,
showing our humbleness, insignificance of our
planet, and the immensity of the universe. Both
feel that man is nature's master piece, and that
the earth i3 the center of the world. These
ideas of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre may be traced
right back to Buff on. One very important in-
fluence of Buff on upon Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre may be found in the fact that the
consequence of Buff on was to bring man to
regard natural instead of mathematical
science as typical of science. He really
considered nature the basi3 of everything.
This in all probability had some effect on
the glorifying of nature by Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre who really knew it intimately. "He
subordinated science or morality, and morality
to aeslflnetics." (1) Buff on without doubt was
the outstanding scientist of this century.
He made most of the progress in this field
during this period, and his influence on
Saint-Pierre is evident.
Another man who had a great deal of
influence on Bernardin de Saint-Pierre is
Pontenelie. Although he was born in the
previous century, his influence was wide spread,
and felt most keenly even a great many years fifter
(1) ManuSuL of the History of French Literature
Ferdinand Brunetiere.

his death* He lived to be one hundred years
old, so that he was still living during the child-
hood of Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, ^e was
greatly interested in science, and devoted a
great part of his life to the developement
of the scientific movement which was trying
to gain headway. Naturally Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre was somewhat influenced by Fontenelle^
knowledge of science. Bernardin enjoyed
both natural and mathematical science , and
became most interested in that about which
Fontenelle had written. Before Fontenelle,
there were discoveries in mathematics and
in physical sciences as well as in natural
science during the seventeenth century. There
were many famous men whose names are today
most outstanding in all branches of science -
men such as Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Pascal,
Newton, Harvey and Bossuet. Great advances
had been made in geometry, astronomy, mechanics,
chemistry, anatomy and botany. Fontenelle
did a great deal along the line of experiments
in chemistry, contributing much to the advance-
ment of the Academy of Sciences which was
established in 1666. He brought two new
ideas into literature -the solidarity of the
sciences, and the invariability of the laws
of nature - two ideas which probably had an
influence on Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.

53.
It is without doubt that Buffon had more
influence than Fontenelle, yet both had greatly
opened the field of science for their successors,
and had sct paved the way #hat everything was
in readiness for Bernardin when he started
to write and study. This field was beginning
to draw a great deal of attention, and was
becoming extremely popular, and if these two
men had not opened up this field to such an
extent, we probably would not have found Saint-
Pierre so interested or so intelligent, in
science and in nature. He reaped the results
.of their hard labor, gave them to us, and
became almost as greatly interested in science
as they were themselves. Buffon ! s His toire
Nature lie , was used by ^ernardin somewhat as
a model. Without doubt more progress was
ma.de under Buffon than under any other scientist
during this century, and although this century
has been called one of Decadence, this worr3
certainly cannot be applied to the eighteenth
century as far as the field of science is
concerned. It is tothese two men just men-
tioned, and to this branch of learning, that
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre owes a great deal
of his knowledge.
(b ) Influence of English authors on Bernardin*
de Saint-Pierre .
I was unable to discover any really important

English authors whose influence on Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre has been noted. Possibly
we can attribute this to the fact that he
never traveled in England during any time
in his life, and probably he did not hear
much about the English naturalists nor have
occasion to read their works. He never
really came into contact with England in any
way whatsoever. Nevertheless, in my own
research, I came across the name of Gilbert
White, and it is possible that he might
have contributed something to Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre. Although born only seven-
teen year c; earlier at Selborne, England
in 1720, White when young devoted himself to
observation as a naturalist, and this he
continued to do practically all his life.
In 1767 he became acquainted with the naturalist
Pennant, and in 1769 with another naturalist,
Barrington. He wrote one book called The
Natural History and Antiquities of Selbprae,
published in 1789. It is possible that
Saint-Pierre may have gotten this natural
history into his possession and was influenced
by it, although it is not so stated. However,
in my estimation, it seems very likely that
since there were not a great many naturalists
at this time, Saint-Pierre would without doubt
read all books on natural history, which he dis-

covered, since this was the one subject in which
he was deeply interested. Hence I would say-
that Gilbert White may have had some influence
on him. At least he is the only English author
whom I could find who had even such a remote
influence.
Howe ver^ here it is interesting to note
a few facts about another English author while
we are still on the subject of England. This
author is Edward Gibbon^and the facts which
I consider worth noting because of their
interesting connection with Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre are the following; he was
born at Putney, England, April 27, 1737,
the same year in which Saint-Pierre was born,
and only three months and eight days later;
also he was very fluent in French, speaking
it like a native of Paris. He studied
History,but another item which is likevise in-
teresting is that he wrote one book in French,
Essai sur l f etude de la Litterature , published in
1761, and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre wrote
E
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tudes de la Nature , each book having almost
the same title. It is not because I feel
that he had any influence on Saint-Pierre
that I here mention him, but because I consider
the facts just given are interesting parallels
between an English author and a French author-
parallels worthy of comment.

(c ) Etudes de la Nature ,
The Etudes de la Nature , Bernard in de Saint-
Pierre^ great master piece, written in 1784
is a remarkable book, and any one who reads
this has to admit that the author shows a great
dnal of skill. He is really a genius. The
Etudes are written in three volumes, and he
dedicates them to nature. They show very
pleasurable emotions. The first part of
The Etudes is slightly directed against
nature, then finally he tells of her harmonies.
He had the ability to depict nature in her
horrors and in her beauties far more colorfully
,
and in a far more charming manner -than could
any other author -lover of nature. The plan
of The Etudes is gigantic, in these he shows
nature in all her forms, her terrors and her
beauties. ^-e also shows the necessity of
nature in the life of man, how she provides
for him, and how barren everything would be
were it not for nature. In this he shows to
us that nature is the source of all that which
is beautiful, lovable,and useful. God has
made the land in view of our needs. Saint-
Pierre says that islands and ropks keep the
ocean from demolishing the land; the winds
keep the air clear; the rivers have outlets
so we have no floods. He shows the horrors
and yet the beauty of volcanoes -one of nature's

greatest wonders.
It would be almost impossible to completely
summarize this book, yet there are several
things which I think are worthy of mention.
It is necessary for anyone to read this book
carefully in order to see its immensity, and
the skill of its author. Throughout The Etude;
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre tells of the great -
ness of nature, and says that it is greater
than man ! s understanding of it. One of his
descriptions in the first chapter of this
book, is I think, very interesting. He
likens a plant to an animal saying that
nature has given to it a mouth, lips, tongue,
teeth, beak, stomach, secretions, instinct
of animals, appetite and odor. Who other
than Bernardin de Saint-Pierre could tell
this so vividly and make it seem so real?
He firmly believes that "everything is bound
up in nature." (1). He tells how nature pro-
vides different types of plants for different
animals, and provides insects for fish. If
a forest fire completely ruins a forest, animals
living there die because they cannot get their
particular specie of plant food.
In his Etudes , he condemns man»s attitude
toward nature, showing us how he picks flaws
in it. We should not do this, but somehow
we cannot seem to help it. V/e grumble at
(1) Etudes de la Nature,-Etude I.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.

storms, especially at rain when nature is
keeping her animate and inanimate life from
d'-ath. Then for example, when we have a
thunder storm, we notice only the misfortunes
which they sometimes cause, instead of seeing
the beauty and the wonder of them. We look
upon nature with indifference, and admire
only humanity, This is v/hat causes Bernardin
de Saint-Pierre to criticize us.
Instead of condemning nature and scorning
it, we should consider how much good it does,
for us, and the products which it gives to us,
such as fish, which bring in much money to
fishermen, and nourish inhabitants, also oil
from whales, game, animals, ore, precious
stones, and pearls. We detest all insects,
yet each has its own good, and gives many
benefits to us. Some of them keep our
vegetables and plants growing in the garden
free from destructive bugs. It is this side
of it which we should regard, not the evils,
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre says in his
Etudes that "nature has made a magnificent
garden of the whole world. 11 (1) He tells
of the beauty of lie de France wfc ich we shall
see later in Paul et Virginie , He also speaks
of the beauty of the other countries-the
beauties which nature has provided, such as
the lovely rocks, and the beautiful colored
(1) Etudes de la Nature, Etude V.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,
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mushrooms of Russian Finland, and the tulips
of Holland. Then he mentions the beauties
of the green plants and the fir trees of the
North in the Springtime, and the beauty of
la.K£s. All these things are nature *s cre-
ations. Plants he says are finer than any
mechanical body, as they can resist more,
and repair wounds*
•Regarding the climate, cold is necessary
to some plants and heat to others. This is
why we find certain plants growing in one
region and not in another. This is what makes
nature all the more fascinating. Our idea
of using flowers as ornaments for dresses,
he says, came from nature. There is one
passage taken from Etudes VI, which I think
is worth quoting, and how very true it is J
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre says
, "Oh I que
l 1 imagination des hommes est sterile aupres
de 1 » intelligence de la nature I " (1).
How few of us ever st6p to look around us
a minute, and even in the small space con-
sider the wonders of nature. She is really
responsible for our existence day by day.
It is a miracle to consider how the leaves
come out in the Spring, and die in the Fall,
and then more come the next Spring. Nature
has the power to renew her possessions.
Bernard in de Saint-Pierre in these
(1) Etudes de la Nature. Etude VI.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
t
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Etudes also shows U3 the po*/*fcof the ocean,
and how nature tries to protect the sailors when
they are on the sea from the dangerous rocks,
He says, "La nature oppose pareillement sur la
mer, l»ecume blanche des flots a la couleur
noire des rochers, pour annoncer de loin aux
mate lots le nature des ecuells." (1)
There is another passgge which I con-
sider worthy of quotation taken from this
same Etude* Bernardin de Saint-Pierre i*S
speaking about the harmonies in nature, and
how she is always looking out for our well-
being. He says, "Lorsque deux contraires
viennent a se confondre en quelque genre
que ce soit, on en voit naxtre le plaisir,
la beaute, l !h.armonie. ^a Nature oppose
les etres les uns aux autres, afin de
produire entre eux des convenances* Je
regarde cette grande verite comme la clef
de toute la philosophic" (2). This is
the key to all his own philosophy.
I do not think that one reading of this
book is sufficient. The meaning is a bit
obscure in parts, and it is necessary to reread
it in order to obtain a thorough understanding of i$ .
However, Bernardin de Saint-Pierre knew nature
so completely that this book is clear to him,
and he felt that every one would understand it.
/ i
(1) Etudes de la Nature. E,tude X.
(2 ) Etudes de la Nature. Etude X.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.

This book, dedicated to nature, is also written
for atheists to prove the existence of God, from
the exterior world. This he does exceedingly
well in his Etudes , He also described nature
so well, that one's mental pictures are most
vivid. He tells us about the wind stirring the
trees in the forest so wonderfully that one
can almost hear it.
He succee ds in condemning society and
the work of man in practically everything that
he writes, by showing the beauty of God and
nature. He says, "Les ruinesou la nature
combat l»art des hommes inspirant une douce
mllancolie. Elle nous y montre la vanite de
noS travaux et la perpetuite' des siens.^" (1).
Both Bernardin de Saint-Pierre and
Jean-Jacques Rousseau would like to make
society better, by going baclt to nature.
s
Bernardin tries to express this in Etude XIII-
entitled d*un Elysee. He would like to have
an Elysee for the protectors of humanity. In
this chapter he says, "Au dessus d»un bas relief
de marbre de couleur qui repre'senterait des
petits enfants buvant, mangeant et se rejouissant,
on lirait cette inscription: * nous etions ex-
poses dans les rues aux chiens, a la faim, et
au froid: une telle, de tel lieu, nous a loges
nous a vetus, et nous a rendu le la it refuse
par n6§ meres.'*" (2 ).
(1) Etudes de la Nature. Etude XII.
(2 ( Etudes de la nature. Etude XIII.
Bemarciin de Saint-Pierre.
t
He tells us that nature is not only a. sympathetic
friend but something which we ought to know how
to enjoy. Few of us do appreciate nature to her
full value, and we often credit man for works
which nature does. His ability to tell us about
nature is extraordinary, and his books give to
us a deeper admiration for her. His success
lies in the wonderful manner by which he paints
nature showing us the glories of her divine v/orks.
(d ) Nature versus Society ,
1. Evils of Society
2. Advantages of nature.
I shall now attempt to give a few of
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre's ideas regarding
the evils of society and the advantages of
nature. He believes as Jean-Jacques Rousseau
that our evils come to us from society, so
that we should reform it. "He does not enjoy
the arts born of man, and he declaims against
the monuments of kings as opposed to those of
nature." (1). The natural beauties captivated
him, and hence he tells us to seek pleasures
in nature and to forget society. The only
,
times that he went into society, were against
his will. This explains his love for solitude,
and the solitar;f life which he lead. He never
enjoyed the court life, nor the life of the
salons. He says that true happiness is
found only outside the society of men. We
(1) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Chai'183 Sainte-Beuve.

should change our laws and customs. According
to himjhumanity needs a far seeing and courageous
guide. We should live under natural laws and
not under the laws of men. Natural laws are
the ones by which we were intended to live,
following the will of God. Saint-Pierre says
"Dieu a fait la nature pour l^homme et l»homme
pour Lui" . (1).
Man is born good, but society makes him
bad. Saint-Pierre shows us the evils of society
by saying that the savages possess true virtues,
and are happy with natural laws. "La nature
ne veut pas l»homme ingenieux et superbe;
elle le veut heureux et bon. " (2). This is
one argument for the advantages of nature,
a
since it makes him^contented and unspoiled
man, happy living a simple life.
As far as the evils of society are con-
cerned he says," Plus la societe' y est policee
plus les maux y sont multiplies et cruels." (3)
Love is one of the natural laws governing the
nation, and society is gradually overthrowing
this, and establishing hatred instead. Saint-
Piepre would like to have a complete social
and political reform, and go back to nature.
He would like to correct Descartes and say,
"je sens, done j*existe."
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
(2) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
(3) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
Arvede Barine.
*
He further writes that God has given noble
and good sentiments, and has furnished us with
these natural laws. He never intended society
for us, since nature was his gift. Society
corrupts us, nature makes us contented and
law abiding instead of continually breaking
man made laws. Ignorance of science and
such subjects, with the exception of natural
science, tends toward greater happiness. Ed-
ucation along these lines is unnecessary,
according to Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, but
education in nature is essential for happiness
Children brought up away from the influence
of society grow into finer men and women in
every way, than those brought up in society.
Thus to sum up, ltj^ living under natural
laws, we are far more contented than living
under the laws of man. The advantages of
nature are many^ We do not become selfish
nor bigoted % we have no greedy desire for
money or position, we do not become corrupted;
we enjoy humanity in living a natural life.
We have more appreciation for everything; do
not become jealovis of our neighbor; our bodies
have more resistance against sickness; and we
possess far more virtues than the socially
inclined. Nature is mysterious, and every
one should love it.
As for the evils of society- they are
numerous. Man made laws are enacted to meet
tt '
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one's greedy desires. They are not the laws
which God gave to us. In society we find
much corruption, suspicion, jealousy, and
selfishness. It is an unnatural life, and
God dislikes it. It corrupts children,
and brings them up with the wrong attitude
toward life. Therefore, we should resort
to the old cry, "back to nature."
(e ) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre »s Ideal Colony .
Bernard in de Saint-Pierre's greatest
dream, never to be realized, was to found a
colony. This ideal he carried with him
throughout his entire life, and after making
several vain attempts to establish such a
colony, he gave up in despair.' Perhaps it
is best that he never succeeded in founding
this colony, because it would have been an
idyllic affair, since that was what he
desired. It would have been too much like
a dream to become practical, and probably
in the end, none would have been content
in this colony. Yet this was the one great
scheme of his life. He wished fct first
to start in Russia, then he thought
perhaps he might find some island which was
uninhabited, and lastly he considered he
de France. However, none of these plans
materialized. His desire to travel for
the government was because he hoped and really
»I
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expected to find some suitable spot. The desire
to found this ideal colony, we can probably
trace back, to the book, Robinson Crusoe
,
which
he had enjoyed during his childhood. He was
so impressed by this story of a man and his one
follower on a desert island, that he immediately
desired to discover a deserted island, and live
there. Only he wished to have several people
there instead of one man like Friday, as did
Robinson Crusoe. Also as a child he had
isolated himself, and played noble roles,
and even now he wished to be the King of this
island. This dream really became the goal
of his life, and he grieved a great deal to
think that it could not be a reality instead
of being simply an idle dream.
As King, he was planning to reign
over docile and happy subjects in this
colony. They were to live under the natural
lawsj. "".rid were not to be bothered by or con-
cerned with man made lav/s and society. Every
one was to live a sir-.ple, contented, normal
life, with every advantage of nature, and
no evils of society to ruin them. It is
clear that in his mind he conceived a world
of absolute ordr r and harmony, since this
is what he had always emphasized, and what
he had desired. &e pictured a second "Eden
or another age of gold." (1). This plan he
(1 ) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles Sainte-Bouve.
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carried in his mind all the time, and he treated
it as if it were real.
His desire to keep out of society was an-
other reason for this ideal. He wanted to have
some place wherein he could use only the laws
of nature, and practice that about which he
had written. In other worts, he really v/anted
to work out some of his theories. In this
he failed, and since he found out that it was
impossible, he tried to describe this ideal
on paper. No one knows how this would have
prospered had he accomplished it, but it does
not seem that it would have been a success.
People are too fond of society and of companion-
ship to give up all for a natural life. They
v/ould be at a loss without the excitement of
social gaiety. The failure to establish
this ideal colony was one of Bernardin de
Saint-Pierre »s greatest disappointments in
his life work. Granted he had many, but
this was the most outstanding.
V. Bernardin de Saint-Pierre, the Scientist ,
(a) His work as a scientist.
I do not think that Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
can be called a scientist - that is he did not
make it his life work. H0Wever, he was more
than interested in it because of its relation-
ship to nature. He was a good student in both
biology and botany, and his systematic mind
iff
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lead him on to physical speculation. He observed
the movement of the earth, the sun and the
stars, and he ha 3 bold and novel theories re-
garding these, but he would not reveal them
until he was sure that he was correct. We
can find very little aboiit this phase of his
life, and so realize that it is of quite
minor importance, yet fairly interesting.
The influence of Buffon is plainly noted
in this field of Sairt-Pierre «s study. Saint-
Pierre had always enjoyed mathematics, and
after having studied this subject a great deal,
he won a prize for his work. He also liked
the study of philosophy, and we find that his
philospohy begins and ends with the idea of
finality* This theory of philospphy he uses
in his book on nature, and in his study
of science.
His interest in science is far greater
than any of the work he has ever accomplished
in this field. However, hi3 love for this
subject was probably due primarily to the
relation of science to nature.
(b ) Relation of Science to Nature
It is clear to see that nature and science
are related. The sun, moon, and stars, are
part of nature's great glories, and are related
to science in that they are studied by all
scientists, especially astronomers. However,
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perhaps the greatest of all is the science of
animals, that is biology. Bernardin de Saint-
Pierfe knew this subject extremely well and
he loved animals far better than human beings.
He considers animals to be nature ' a greatest
gift, and this probably is responsible for his
desire for further knowledge in biology. He
felt that nature made the whole world- as he
4
says in the Etudes - hence, any scientific
study is related to nature, and so he cannot
leave this field in the further pursuit of
science. He was most interested in the world,
in its every phase, and in nature's work. Then
too, such great progress was being made in this
field of learning, especially by Buffon, that
everyone, including Bernardin de Saint-Pierre,
was beginning to have great veneration for
science. Yet in my ov/n estimation, I feel
that his interest in science v/as due to its
relation to the one love of his life-nature.
VI. Paul et Virginia
(a) Nature's study.
Paul et Virginie , Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre's immortal book, is today one book
which nearly everyone reads. It ha3 become
more than famous. "It i3 simple, modest,
affecting, tranquil, and enchanting." (1
)
This pastoral story reaches the depth of
one's soul- it is so true- a human reality.
(1) Portraits of the Eighteenth Century.
Charles Saint-Beuve.

Kis two little characters, Paul and Virginie,
are life like, as his characters are his
greatest creations.
This book is a wonderful ; tudy of nature,
since he describes everything possible- the
mountain, called Le Morne de la Decouverte,
which is the back ground for this naive tale,
trees, the rocks, the sky, the ocean, in fact
every gift which nature has placed in this
little spot in lie de Prance, he relates with
the most vivid description. He knew tropical
nature remarkably well, and he wished to give
his contemporaries an idea of this, so he
included it In Paul et Virginle , This story
is so simple and touching that to some it has
seemed almost ridiculous and silly, b ecause
of an overdose of sentimentality. To these
however, who strongly appreciate the beautiful,
it is most charming and pleasing, and leaves
a refreshing taste at its completion. These
children are as innocent and beautiful as
nature. Saint-Pierre '3 descriptions of nature,
are vivid and lovely. You can feel her
presence after reading them;you can almost
see her colors, hear her sounds of the wind,
and the waters, and smell the perfume from
her flowers. Bernardin de Saint-Pierre shows
his knowledge of botany in thi3 story. He
knows the intimate and mysterious life of nature

which he describes with all possible sureness.
He attributes life in some form to every in-
animate thing, -even giving feelings to
trees,
This is a simple 3tory of two children,
a boy and a girl, brought up together in lie
de France, in the midst of glorious nature.
It consists of the relating of the happy
experiences of these two during their child-
hood, and their love for each other. It is
all intermingled with these beautiful de-
A
scriptions- of the nature of lie de France,
and of their favorite haunts. Finally,
Virginie is sent to Europe to stay with her
aunt, and to receive an education. This
grieves Paul. Virginie »s aunt desires her
to marry, but Virginie refuses and starts
for her home. During her return, she perishes
in a ship wreck, and Paul, broken hearted,
dies immediately afterward. It is just
a touching tale so interwoven with nature,
study, that it is fascinating. The principal
characters are Paul and his mother, Marguerite
Virginie and her mother, Madame de la Tour.
These four are inseparable, and this adds to
the tenderness of the story.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre is powerful
in his descriptions. Here it is interesting
to compare him with Pierre Loti, whose power

in describing nature, such as storms, we can
feel in Pe^cheur d»Isj.ande , After reading
him and Saint-Pierre we feel that ther is no
progress to be made along these lines "unless
we return to the simplicity of Homer and get
some emotions in a few lines. Sometimes,
however, Saint-Pierre seems bare after reading
Pierre Loti." (1).
It is remarkable too, that this book
was published instead of being destroyed.
Bernardin de Saint-Pierre took the manuscript
of this to *. salon to read it one night.
Some people talked, some slept, some left.
He received no praise to speak of except
from a few of the women who were touched
by this simple story. Saint-Pierre was
more than disconrgged. He went home and
was ready to burn the manuscript. However,
Verne t followed him home and made him re-
read it. He praised him greatly • It
touched htm so much that he wept. Bernardin
again became cheerful and happy, and saved
the manuscript for publication. So today
we are indeed more than grateful to Vernet
for saving for posterity Paul et Virginle .
(b ) Natural laws.
Again in this book, Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre is making a plea for natural laws.
(1) Bernardin de Saint-Pierre. Arvede Barine.

*ftie whole story shows us that our happiness
consists in living according to nature and
under her laws and not under the laws of man.
This hook represents the age of gold of humanity.
These two na'ive children of nature are far
more happy and contented, with never a worry
or a care, than are children brought up in
the city, under the influence of society.
Love is one of the natural laws by which they
are governed. They are taught to obey, to
respect, to give, and to enjoy. They do
not go to school, but instead are educated
by nature, and are brought up in what Saint-
Pierre calls the natural way. He shows to
us that this type is far more beautiful and
far more worth while than a life of society
under the hated laws of men. Those living
under natural laws know nothing of crime.
It is unheard of and therefore its meaning
is unknown to them. They are not corrupted
in any way. They are unspoiled, never selfish,
and they share everytiling together, and are
happy in doing so.
( c ) Contrast between Nature and Society .
In this little tale he contrasts nature
and society again. He shows how a natural
life, that is being ignorant of everything
of the outside world such as science- in
fact education in any field - and ignorant of wars

and society, is a strong proof of virtue. This
he illustrates in Paul et Virglnie , Both are
virtuous he says, simply because of their
blissful ignorance of all the social life.
"Jamais des sciences inutile s n 1 avaient fait
couler leurs larmes; jamais les lecons d»une
triste morale ne les avaient remplis d»ennuis.
lis ne savaisnt pas qu'il ne faut pas de'rober,
tout chez eux etant commun; ni intemperants,
ayant a discretion des mets simple j ni menteurs,
n»ayant aucune Verite' a dissimuler." (1),
He also shows how contented Paul and
Virglnie were until she left for Europe. Then
Paul became uneasy. The thought of her living
in society upset him. Saint-Pierre also shows
to us the influence - and not always a good one -
of money. Virginie 1 s aunt wanted to marry
Virginie to a gentleman whom she had chosen
for her. This aunt felt that money and
position meant everything to anybody who
could have it. This v/as the way in which
she had been brought up. However, this
proposition meant nothing to Virginie and
she rejected it. She had never been happ y
since entering society. Her childhood with
Paul had been glorious, as neither had been
perverted by society. Bernardin de Saint-
Pierre feels that society taints people,
and from reading his books it would seem
(1) Essai sur la vie de Bernardin de Saint-Pierre.
L. Aime-Martin.

logical. He maftes you feel that a natural
life is the purest and most beautiful thing.
(d ) An appreciation of this book.
This story, exceedingly well written
in beautiful French, showing freshness, rich-
ness, and technicality of vocabulary, with
vitfid and excellent descriptions, is to me
one of the outstanding contributions to French
literature. Its beauty consists of its
tenderness, in the story of the love of these
two children, young, naive, and innocent as
nature. The whole story, charmingly re-
lated contains a moral. The descriptions
and the story rouse tender feelings even in
the hardest type of character. In my
estimation, there is not a flaw in it.
It is excellent, and for this Saint-Pierre
should be praised over and over again. Die
quotation which I think sums up my feelings
regarding this, I have already mentioned
but it is worth repeating. To quote James
T. Fields, "there are certain books that
are read to be laid aside, and there are
certain other books that are laid aside to
be read. No one who reads at all would care
to die without having perused Paul et Virginie ."
VII. Conclusion.
In conclusion, Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
was one of the finest and most remarkable

writers on nature about whom French literature
can boast. He was sure of himself, and this
was due to his very intimate knowledge of
every phase of nature. Practically all his
work is objective, not subjective^ His life
was most eccentric, end his works, to say the
lsast, have been original. Perhaps his
contributions to the literature of the
eighteenth century were few, but nevertheless
great merit is due him. He is a fore runner
of romanticism and possibly this explains
his lack of influence on the eighteenth century,
since he belonged more directly to the nine-
teenth century. He writes in a most interest-
ing manner, and every one should have a great
deal of respect and admiration for hiiu In
closing I should like to quote L. Aime -f'artin
"Nous admirons beaucoup le peiptre qui nous
a procure* des sensations nouvelles et montre
ainsi que notre langue n*etait pas seulement
capable d» exprimer des sentiments ou des
idees." (1)
(1) Essai sur la vie et lea ouvrages de
Bernard in de Saint-Pierre.
L. Aime-Martin.

77.
Comprehensive Summary
The whole life, work, and thoughts of
Jacques -Henri Bernardin de Saint-Pierre
| were bound up in nature. His life consisted
mostly of disappointments which he could not
overcome. All of his plans, such as his
dream for an ideal colony, failed, and sent him
into the depths of despair. He was a
great traveller as well as an author, but
neither one of these phases of his life
proved to be lucrative, and he was always
in poverty. The government gave practically
nothing to him for that which he did for
the state. His pensions did not material-
ize^ and he received little recognition for
his work until after his death.
As far as his contributions to eighteenth
century French literature are concerned, he
was a forerunner of the romantic movement
beginning with Chateaubriand, end the
nineteenth century, and he gave^pure, rich
vocabulary to France which could today be
used as a model. His descriptions are
) excellent, and his intimate knowledge of
nature, and his superiority in writing of
nature far excels the ability of his con-
temporaries in this field - even that of
Jean-Jacques Rousseau.;- as he makes us
appreciate nature more than does the great

master of this disciple.
The friendship between Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and Bernardin de Saint-Pierre is one of the most
famous in the history of French literature,
and the parallel between these two men, as
well as the influence of Rousseau on Saint-
Pierre is most important and interesting.
You can plainly see Rousseau in his writings,
actions and thoughts.
The two books of Saint-Pierre
which are the best of all his attempts,
are his immortal Paul et Virginia f and
his famous Etudes de la Nature • In
each of these, he shows to us the advantages
of nature, and the evils of society; the
pleasures of living a natural life, governed
by natural laws; the immensity of nature,
and the power of God in contrast with the
insignificance of man and the weakness
of the laws made by man; the beauty of
nature, as well as her purity and cleanliness;
her gifts to man, and her assistance in
keeping man alive. Tropical nature inti-
mately known by this author is well described
in Paul et Virginie . In these two books we
find that he sings of nature's glory and her
divine works.
He also attempted to be a scientist

and although not as successful In this field,
he studied it deeply, and was greatly influenced
by Buffon and Fontenelle- more especially by
the former. Today Saint-Pierre's name is
outstanding in all the schools and colleges
for Paul et Virgiriie
.
Although he Is not
ranking with Voltaire, Lesage, and other
great men, he rightly should hold the title
of a great author who should not be forgotten
by posterity.
!


